Synchronicity
March 6, 2014 - Angels among us? I had been needing help cutting down trees when Joe, a
Samoan tree cutter, noticed me raking and stopped to ask if I needed any help. Later I discovered
that Joe had a spiritual impression to stop that day. It was March 6th – the 19th anniversary of my son
Stephen’s death. Joe looked over the work and made an offer I could not refuse. Having spent his
youth in a Samoan rain forest Tom is normally opposed to cutting down anything, but readily agreed
when he learned that my tree cutters were both from Western Samoa.

The next week they removed a large pine with broken branches that posed a threat to parked cars
and elementary students walking home from school. The tree cutters also cut down five old
overgrown Russian Olive trees that shed their broken branches whenever the wind blew hard.

Joe cutting down the pine tree

The fence had to be taken down to prevent falling trees from damaging it.

Dean rebuilt the fence replacing three posts. Other workman pulverized tree stumps.
May 11, 2014 - Dean’s accident
Dean dismantled the hot tub and hauled it to the curb behind the Ford Explorer as Sandy clean- up
was taking place the next day. There was also tree branches and many other items awaiting pick-up.
While unhooking the chain on the hot tub the wrench broke in half sending Dean flying into the
street. Dean twisted his leg as he fell breaking his ankle. Dean was In pain and out of breath, so I
used Matrix to minimize the effects of the accident and Dean noticed immediate improvement. At the
clinic a doctor looked at his X-rays and concluded that he needed surgery and perhaps some pins.
Dean had broken the other ankle in 1990 and not wanting to be laid up for months he called in some
Psychic Surgeons. (See John of God--Spiritual Surgery).
Shortly thereafter Dean began to feel spacy as if he were going under an anesthetic. Entities began
manipulating his leg as he felt his ankle bone being moved back into place. On June 2nd the
orthopedic surgeon scheduled to operate discovered that Dean’s ankle was healing well. Surprised,
he ordered more X-rays. Then determined that the operation was not necessary as the bone was
knitting back together.

Minutes before Dean broke his ankle when a wrench broke and he fell backwards.
June 6 – 12, 2014. Landscapers arrived and began tearing out the old Fetzers replacing them with
new bushes. They tilled the garden. Hornbeam trees and bushes were planted along the east fence.
Sod was brought in and laid. Metal edging installed. However, the root pulverizers knocked out the
entire backyard sprinkling system. With Dean out of commission, a repairman repaired the six broken
PVC pipes but failed to flush out the system. This caused many clogged lines. So Ron and Tom
started digging. I had to use hoses and hand water in order to keep the lawn and the new plants
alive. I dowsed to identify where the blocks were. It took three weeks to resolve these many
problems. We discovered that the old sprinkling system was slowly failing because of large roots
which caused leaks. A major overhaul was sorely needed.
On June 13 a miraculous rain storm revitalized our lawn and saved some plants that were dying.
June 18 – 25th - Stamped Concrete workers arrived and proceeded to work. The landscapers
finished on Wednesday in time for garbage pickup. Such was the case with the concrete people.
June 21 – Andrew, who went out of town when we originally scheduled him, returned in time to
power wash the roof, oil shake and repair broken and missing slates on the house and shed. He cut
tops off the hornbeam trees and got everything ready for the painters.

On June 26 another rain storm cleared the dust left by the concrete workers and revitalized the lawn
and plants. These rain storms came when we needed them the most.
On June 27 Dean and Ron redesigned the sprinkling system and moved the control box.

June 30 – July 3rd Painters Sam and Jordan arrived. They were fast and efficient and completed
the job in just three and a half days giving Dean and Ron enough time to get the sprinkling system
up and working before July 4th and raising temperatures.

Note the synchronicity in the arrival and help of eight different groups. Five worked to fell,
trim or remove tree limbs and stumps. Though June is normally a dry month two rain
storms kept our landscaping alive and supported the work. Andrew missed his scheduled
appointment but came on the exact day we needed him most. Ron Kent came over many
times to help out. Even the mishaps turned out to be blessings in disguise. Through the
accident Dean developed more confidence in his psychic healing abilities. The master
control box in the back was moved to a better location. Our failing sprinkling system got
repaired. Today everything looks great and works perfectly thanks to synchronicity in the
universe.

